
Maximum care has been taken to ensure accuracy of the contents of this brochure but it can not be guaranteed. Buyers to verify all details. This communication is not intended to breach or induce breach of existing agency agreement. 

Bedrooms: 6               Taxes: $7,058 (2013) 

Baths: 7                        Parking: 3 Covered 

Size: 9,722sqft            Year Built: 2013 

Lot: 21,867sqft           Builder: Cordovado 



The games room awaits with space 

for the largest of gatherings.  

The elegant lines and details of this 

home are everywhere. 

The Westhampton 

The Builder 

Cordovado Development Inc. have built an enviable reputation for their commitment to integrity, 

quality and lasting value in the luxury home market. As a family owned company the two brothers 

have carried on their family legacy as the third generation to produce fine homes with the Italian 

attention to craftsmanship, quality and design known throughout the world.  CORDOVADO.ca 

 

The Property  

The gated property at 135 Dogwood Drive encompasses more than half an acre (21,467sqft) of  

southern exposure and offers an abundance of space and privacy. Specifically reserved by the 

builders for it’s beautiful location and elevation in the community, this home was built in a position 

reserved for executives, leadership and royalty. Meticulously landscaped and adjacent to a green 

belt, the outdoor spaces have paths and patios of hand placed paving stones. The fully fenced and  

secure rear yard surrounds the pool with feature fountains, a pool house, outdoor kitchen and      

patio heaters for warmth on cooler evenings. The Westhampton has been painstakingly planned 

and crafted to deliver the utmost in tranquility, beauty and serenity for years to come. 

 

The Home 

Built to the highest of standards using only the finest in materials, the Westhampton 

has left nothing to chance. Filled with smart home technology and finished using the 

finest fixtures and appliances, everything you touch gives the solid feel and confidence 

of pure quality. Massive handcrafted Hickory double doors greet you and the ceilings 

soar overhead as you enter this grand home. The smooth wide plank floors lay perfect-

ly at your feet as you move through the elegant open spaces on every level. Designed 

for both traditional entertaining and modern open living, each and every space in the 

home has been planned and built to offer every convenience available. Copper, lime-

stone, Hickory, Oak, Quartz and Porcelain, the Westhampton has been crafted to last a 

life time and offer it’s owner nothing short of luxury.  

 






